Business Intelligence and Analytics

Powerful business dashboards and reporting for data visualization, analytics and insights

Fortude's Business Intelligence (BI) technology empowers decision makers to visualize, analyze, and share complex data at the right time, accurately and consistently within the entire organization.

**Fortude Business Intelligence Advantage:**

- **KPI Management:** Intuitive Executive dashboards and graphs for easy KPI management
- **Report & Dashboard Data:** Secure data on Cloud and on-premise solutions
- **Faster Realization of ROI:** Rapid BI methodology to ensure that benefits of implementation are derived in a short period
- **Query & Analysis:** Data discovery, manipulation and exploration ability
- **Data Access:** Easily consolidate multiple systems for centralized data access
- **Real-time Reporting:** Report generation based on user and departments
- **Industry Solutions:** Business Intelligence solutions based on manufacturing, apparel, F&B and healthcare industries

**Empower Organizational Performance and Profitability Through Data Visualization & Analytics**

Fortude BI technology enhances informed decision-making capabilities within the entire organization. Create customized reports and intelligent dashboards with a holistic view for managing performance against KPIs.

Our dedicated BI consultants use advanced data warehouses and data marts with powerful slice and dice data capability to deliver advanced reports and self-service dashboards and includes:

- End-to-end BI implementation
- Training for administrator, power user and end-user levels
- Post go-live support
- Scoping, consulting, training and custom dashboard development

"Overall, Fortude was a terrific partner. The team was savvy, efficient, and competent."

Katie Walsh  
Supply Chain Informatics Manager  
Strategic Sourcing - Supply Chain Informatics  
UC Health, USA
Fortude delivers Infor M3, Infor BI, Business Intelligence Services, and Enterprise Software Development services across the Fashion, Food & Beverage, Manufacturing and Healthcare domains, to a growing portfolio of global customers. Fortude has grown into a team of nearly 180 extensively qualified, multi-skilled, experienced professionals, working in offices in USA, Sri Lanka, and Australia. We are a Global Alliance Partner of Infor and Microsoft Partner thus making us a trusted implementation partner, passionate about achieving optimal business impact. Our teams have international, multi-industry experience and are Infor certified. Fortude maintains a proven track record of delivering customer value and maintaining customer relationships.

4 STEP BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE METHODOLOGY

1 to 2 Weeks
- Requirements Analysis: Business Requirement and Value Driven Analysis

3 to 6+ Weeks per Stage
- Design & Develop: Identify Design Develop QA/Key User
- Agile: Customer Feedback Driven
- Deliver: Deploy Demo & Train Feedback
- Support: Post Go-Live Support Continuous Support Routine Housekeeping
- Faster Value Realization: Distinct Client and Stakeholder Sign-off

WHY CHOOSE FORTUDE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS:

- BI Expertise: Fortude BI experts have over 40 years combined industry experience
- Industry Based Analytics: Fortude uses Industry focused BI solutions in Manufacturing, F&B, Apparel and Healthcare
- Best-fit Customer Engagement: Flexible solutions that work with business needs for change and growth
- Fast Microsoft Integration: Expertise in Microsoft Power BI, SSIS and specialized BI tools to ensure quick and smooth BI integrations
- Powerful Technologies: Fortude works with superior BI technologies to enable customers to use advanced analytics and provide intelligent insights into their business
- Global Exposure: Fortude serves a global clientele with offices in USA, Hong Kong, Australia and Sri Lanka

About Fortude
Fortude delivers Infor M3, Infor BI, Business Intelligence Services, and Enterprise Software Development services across the Fashion, Food & Beverage, Manufacturing and Healthcare domains, to a growing portfolio of global customers. Fortude has grown into a team of nearly 180 extensively qualified, multi-skilled, experienced professionals, working in offices in USA, Sri Lanka, and Australia. We are a Global Alliance Partner of Infor and Microsoft Partner thus making us a trusted implementation partner, passionate about achieving optimal business impact. Our teams have international, multi-industry experience and are Infor certified. Fortude maintains a proven track record of delivering customer value and maintaining customer relationships.

Contact Fortude for a consultation on our Business Intelligence Solutions or to trial an industry-specific dashboard solution for your business:

Aaron Epps (US)
Call: +1 (507) 722 1028

Graham Brownlie (AUS)
Call: +61 478890921

Wai Yeung Leung (HK)
Call: +852 9778 3649

Hemantha Rodrigo (SL)
Call: +94 77 3469958

Fortude Offices: USA | Australia | Hong Kong | Sri Lanka
W: www.fortude.co